Thesis at KONVOI
At KONVOI we develop a mobile, preventive security system for parked trucks in road freight traffic.
With optimized radar sensors we create a detection area around the truck, which enables us to
analyze movement patterns of persons to potentially initiate security measures. For this purpose we
develop embedded systems based on our customer requirements. Since October we have received
the EXIST funding program of the BMWi and moved into our own office in the StartUp Dock of the TU
Hamburg. Here we are currently working on product development in a small, communicative team
and need your support!

Writing a bachelor's or master's thesis often feels like a burden at the end of your studies, but it
really shouldn't be. Rather, it is a time that can also be used to gain practical experience in specialist
areas or to establish contacts in the corporate world. So there are good reasons to take valuable time
for your thesis. We offer many opportunities for this, which we will be happy to explore with you. In
addition, we maintain very good contact with the Institute for Technical Logistics (ITL) at the TU
Hamburg, which is headed by Prof. Kreutzfeldt, who has also taken on the mentorship during our
funding period. This means that we will of course help you to find a suitable faculty and to fulfill
scientific requirements.

What you bring along:

What we have at KONVOI:

• The desire to learn new things and to reach
your limits (just like us by the way)

• Fun in daily work routine, which is mainly
determined by many degrees of freedom

• Abilities for analyzing and application
development close to our customer
requirements

• Excitement for new things and openness to
change

• Basic knowledge of the programming
languages C or C++ (and Embedded C)

• Transparent communication and honesty
are our strenghts

Ideally, you feel like trying your hand in an independent, super fun team while tackling software projects
with lots of question marks. Just get in touch with us via email, via WhatsApp or call us directly. We look
forward to hearing your story and your interest in joining us. We would be happy to introduce you to
KONVOI and look forward to hearing from you.

Your contact person: Heinz Luckhardt - 01639067060 - heinz.luckhardt@konvoi.eu - www.konvoi.eu

